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Abstract 

Pronunciation is the first step to learn any language. Hence, knowing how to teach 

pronunciation is an essential skill for any language teacher. However, this important 

aspect of learning and teaching has long been ignored in the ESL classes in our 

primary education for various reasons. Although the needs of recognition of sound 

differences, stress and intonation and their oral-aural practices have been emphasized 

in the terminal competencies in the primary school curriculai, due to the lack of 

teachers' competence in English and teaching English and the inadequacy of teaching-

learning materials in textbooks, learners get the little opportunity of oral-aural practice 

and insufficient instruction from their teachers. This paper attempts, from a critical 

pedagogy perspective, a qualitative study of the present plight of teaching-learning 

practices of pronunciation at primary level English education in Bangladesh.   
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Introduction 

Although a mass of our children are still out of school, primary education is the most 

essential part of the education system of Bangladesh, and the government has aimed to 

bring all of our children to school. Nevertheless, primary school going students 

outnumber the rest of the students of our education system. Hence, it is the most 

significant section in our education system; here lies the foundation of further education.  

So, teachers and learners should emphasize this foundation level. Though English is not 

the first language in Bangladesh, in many of spheres of life, English is the only means of 

communication, and speakers' listening and speaking ability is crucial for oral 

communication. Hence, English textbooks of primary level are to be so designed that 

students get ample opportunities to practice oral skills. Further, the teachers of this level 

must be efficient in speaking English, and also in carrying out teaching in English.   
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The objectives of this study are to identify the problems of the students in English 

pronunciation learning at the primary level education in Bangladesh; to review English 

textbooks of class 1 through class 5 and teachers’ qualification and training vis-à-vis 

curricular goals;  to make pedagogical recommendations to teachers and textbook writers; 

and to document the scenario, what type of problems are faced by the teachers and 

students while teaching and learning English pronunciation at the primary level of 

education.  

 

Literature Review  

Basic idea of Critical Pedagogy 

Critical Pedagogy (CP), which originated from critical theory and flourished alongside 

critical discourse analysis (CDA), is concerned with transforming power relation in the 

language classroom and aims to humanize and empower the oppressed, i.e., the learners. 

The critical theory sees society as a place where people have many types of control, viz., 

political, economic, and cultural, on their lives, thus are oppressed by the power of 

control. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which is a branch of Linguistics and 

Discourse Analysis, on the other hand, adopts a critical way of focusing on social 

problems. CDA, according to Fairclough (2001), deals with real issues and real problems 

in society. This paper advocates learners autonomy in the learning situations through the 

transformation of power relation in class; students become more powerful and interactive 

to explore the opportunities given by their teachers.    

Basic idea about learning pronunciation  

 According to Foet (as cited in Sara: 2015), pronunciation is mainly the production of 

sounds that we use to create meaning. Moreover, Sara (2015) states that there are some 

reasons for mispronunciation. Among some reasons, one important reason is the lack of 

teachers' knowledge about the difference between the letters and sounds of a word. 

Basically, teachers are unable to follow either syllabic or phonological division of words.  

Gimson (1991) elaborates, the children will learn to communicate with others from an 

early age by responding to the sounds and tunes which their elders use to talk to them. He 

adds that the children imitate the sound patterns with which they have become familiar. 

Gimson (1991) also elaborates that it is mandatory for the teachers to deal systematically 

with the teaching of pronunciation. He adds that phonetic should introduce from the very 

first level in the text.  

Significance of the study 

The study will enable to initiate collaboration among teachers and students. The aim is to 

endow students with more facilities to practice listening and speaking with the correct 
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pronunciation. Modern aids and contemporary development in phonetics and education 

have been used to measure the real situation. Recommendations made by this study will 

be useful to teachers, textbook writers, curriculum setters, as well as students. To make 

English language teaching and learning especially learning English pronunciation more 

favorable, the researchers as well user will be able to formulate a critical pedagogy 

perspective using empirical data and textbooks materials where necessary.   

 

Materials and Methods 

The main target of this study is to identify the problems of teaching pronunciation to the 

young learners at the primary level of education in Bangladesh. This research is both 

descriptive and qualitative. For this research, the data has been collected from the 

teachers and student of government primary schools. It has been conducted in both 

formal and informal settings. The textbooks of EFT series of class 1 to 5, job circular, 

phonetics, and phonological symbols, IPA transcriptions were investigated for this study 

as research materials. Data were collected from 10 (ten) government primary schools at 

Dhamrai Upazila in Dhaka and Monohordi Upazila in Narshingdi. Information were 

collected from 63 teachers in those selected schools (Table 1).  
 

Table 1.  Data from different govt. primary schools 
 

Sl. Name of the 

Schools 

Number of the 

Teachers 

Educational qualification of 

the teachers 

Training 

on ELT 

Name of other 

Training 

1. Golakanda Govt. 

Primary School, 

Dhamrai 

4 HSC– 1 No C. in Ed. 

BA– 2 No –Ditto– 

(BBA Hon’s) and MBA  No –Ditto– 

(Accounting)– 1 No –Ditto– 

2. Khagail Govt. 

Primary School, 

Dhamrai 

5 HSC– 1 No C. in Ed 

MA– 3 –Ditto– –Ditto– 

M. Sc. (Geography– 1)  –Ditto– –Ditto– 

3. BMP Govt. 

Primary School, 

Dhamrai 

7 HSC– 1 No C. in ED 

BA (Pass)– 4 –Ditto– –Ditto– 

BSS– 2 –Ditto– –Ditto– 

4. Shallabaid Govt. 

Primary School 

         

9 

SSC– 3 No C. in. Ed. 

B. (Pass)– 2 No C.in.Ed. 

B.S.S– 1 No C.in. Ed. 

B.A. (Hons in Botany)– 1 No No 

B.A. ( Pass) , M.A. in 

Political Science– 1 

No No 

B.Sc–1 No C. in. Ed. 

5. 

 

Maijhibari Govt. 

Primary School   

 

 

 

5 

SSC–1 No C. in. Ed. 

HSC–1   No No 

B.Sc (Hons), M.Sc in 

Mathmatics–1 

No C. In. Ed. 

BA ( Pass)– 2 No C. in. Ed. 
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Sl. Name of the 

Schools 

Number of the 

Teachers 

Educational qualification of 

the teachers 

Training 

on ELT 

Name of other 

Training 

6. Chak Mahabdi 

Govt. Primary 

School 

 

 

6 

SSC– 1 No C. in Ed. 

HSC– 2 No No 

BA (Pass)– 1 No No 

B.A. (Hons) in Bangla– 1 No C. in. Ed. 

BA (Pass), M.A. in 

Political Science– 1 

No No 

7. Madhupur 

Chandonpur 

Govt. Primary 

School 

 

9 

SSC– 3 No No 

HSC–2 No  

BA( Pass)–1   

B.com (Pass)– 1   

B.A.( Hons) in Bangla– 1   

8. Hafizpur  

Govt. Primary 

School 

 

 

 

5 

HSC– 2 No C. in. Ed. 

B.A. (Hons)in Economics, 

M.A in Economics–1  

No No 

B.Sc. –1 No C. in. Ed. 

BA (Pass) – 1 No No 

9. Amrail Govt. 

Primary School, 

Dhamrai 

6 HSC– 2 No C. in Ed. 

BA – 3 -Ditto- -Ditto- 

B. Sc. (Hon’s) & MSc 

(Chemistry) – 1 

-Ditto- -Ditto- 

 

 10. 

Shukundi Govt. 

Primary School 

 

7 

SSC– 2 No C .in.Ed. 

HSC–3 No C.in.Ed. 

BA (Pass)– 2 No No 

Data Collection and Analysis 

Data were collected from 10 (ten) government primary schools, respectively,  from 

Monohordi  in Narsingdi and Dhamrai in Dhaka. In those govt. primary schools there 

were total of 63 teachers. In the investigated schools, there were teachers of different 

educational qualifications, but there was not a single teacher who has a B.A. (Hons) or 

M.A. degree in English. The teachers also do not have any training on ELT. Most of the 

teachers have C.in. Ed. (Certificate in Education), this is only a one-year training for the 

government primary school teachers. The following table briefly shows the educational 

background of these teachers. 

The above table and an advertisement (Appendix- i) for the recruitment of govt. primary 

school teachers published in the Weekly Chakrir Khobor project that the minimum 

qualification of a primary school teacher is a Secondary School Certificate (SSC). 

 

Results and Discussion 

In fig. 1, there are some words which are written with ‘O' sounds. Such as – book, too, 

word, sort, boy, go, how, not. The fact is that, though the both words ‘book' and ‘too' is 

written with double ‘O,' their pronunciations are not the same.   
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Fig. 1: Pronunciation, according to Phonemes.  

Source: Introduction to Linguistics A Study Guide (Irene Siddique:2014) 

Again, the words ‘word’ and ‘sort’ is written with single ‘O’ but, their pronunciations are not 

the same. Furthermore, ‘O' is in the middle in the words ‘boy,' ‘how' and in ‘not' but, their 

pronunciations are not the same. Different sound values of ‘o' and ‘oo' are furnished below:  

Book- ʊ Go- əʊ 

Too-  U: Boy- ɔɪ  

Word- ɜ: How- ɑʊ 

Sort- ɔ: Not- ɒ 

So, it can be said that phonetic symbols or phonemes are essential for learning English 

pronunciation. The teacher who doesn't know these phonetic rules how he or she will 

teach pronunciation to the students?  

 

Fig. 2: Monophthong Diagram.  

Source: Introduction to the English Language Study (Maniruzzaman, M. 2006) 

Fig. 2 is a diagram of twelve monophthongs of English language. The English language 

has twelve monophthongs, which are essential for learning pronunciation. The teachers 

who are not from M.A. in English or ELT background, they will not be able to teach 

pronunciation to the students.  
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Fig. 3: In this fig. there are some words which are written with twelve monophthongs of 

English language. It is very clear from the fig. that, each monophthong has individual 

phoneme. There is / і: /in words bean, leap, sheep and / ɪ /in words bin, lip, ship.   

There are differences between the pronunciations.  

1 /i:/ as in the words bean, leap, sheep etc. 7 /ɒ/ as in the words dog, ,pot, fog etc. 

2 /ɪ/ as in the words bin, lip, ship, it etc. 8 /ɔ:/ as in the words lord, cord, short etc. 

3 /e/ as in the words men, pen, ten, etc. 9 /e/ as in the words ago, today, perhaps etc. 

4 /æ/ as in the words man, pan, tan etc. 10 /ɜ:/ as in the words bird, girl, shirt etc. 

5 // as in the words cut, nut, shut etc. 11 /U/ as in the words book, look, cook etc. 

6 /a:/ as in the words bard, card, farm etc. 12 /u:/ as in the words fool, cool, tool etc. 

Fig. 3: Twelve monophthongs of English Language. 

Source: Introduction to English Language Study (Maniruzzaman, M., 2006) 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Diphthong Diagram 

Source: Introduction to English Language 

Study (Maniruzzaman, M., 2006) 

Fig. 5: Eight diphthongal phonemes of English 

Language 

Source: Introduction to English Language Study 

(Maniruzzaman, M.,  2006) 

In fig. 5, there are some words which are written by with eight diphthongs of English 

language. Each diphthong has its own and individual phoneme. There is / ɪə / in words 

deer, ear, tears, and there is / eə /in words care, air, tear. So, there are differences in 

pronunciation. 

The fig. 6 depicts that English language has five types of basic tones. The five types of 

tones are- climb, rise, fall, slump, level. Tone is an important part of ELT. If the teachers 

do not have any knowledge about tone, how can they teach the students? Because, the 

idea of the tune is given in English for Today, book- 4.  
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Fig. 6: Five types of basic tones 

Source: Introduction to English Language Study (M. Maniruzzaman, 2006) 

 

Review of the Textbooks 

English for Today –Class 1 

This book is the first series of learning English in govt. primary schools in Bangladesh.  

 

Fig. 7: Usages of apostrophe and tone (EFT, Book-1) 

This starting level of education is very much important for learning English 

pronunciation. But, it is quite impossible for teachers who do not have any knowledge of 

phonetics and pronunciation.   

If we look at some pages from this book such as- page no, - 4, we can see, there are some 

usage of apostrophe, stress, and tone. These are related to ELT. It is very much surprising 

that this term is sometimes unknown to a teacher who is only an SSC pass or who is not 

an M.A. in English or M.A. in ELT.   
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English for Today- Class 2 

In this book, there are some words, such as- ‘One’, ‘four’, ‘rose’, ‘doll’, ‘count’,  

‘umbrella’, ‘x-ray’, ‘trace’, ‘draw’, ‘read’, ‘years’ etc. If we look at the fig.s no. – 1, 2, 3, 

4 and 5, it will be very much clear to the readers that there are differences in the 

pronunciation of ‘O' in those words which are written with ‘O.'IPA transcriptions of the 

words are given below: 

One- 'wɅn Four- 'fƆ: Rose- 'rəʊz Doll- 'dɒl Count- 'kaʊnt 

The phonetic transcription of the words that are written with ‘a’, are given below: 

Umbrella- Ʌm'brelə X-ray- 'eks'reІ Trace- 'treІs Draw- 'dr: 

Read- 'rі:d Years- 'јіəz   

The words that have ‘a.'   

Again there are many differences in the pronunciation of ‘a,' which are written in no.-2. 

But the teachers do not know about phonetics.  

English for Today– Class 3 

In this book, there are some uses of ‘s,' ‘sh,' ‘f,' 'th' etc. and some words, such as- 

‘clothes,' ‘these,' ‘Dhaka,' ‘capital.' There are differences among the pronunciation of  ‘s,' 

'sh,' ‘th,' and ‘a,'  

English for Today– Class 4 

In this book– there are some words like-‘zoo’- 'zu: and ‘jeep’- 'dʒi:p. There are 

differences between the pronunciation of ‘z' and ‘j.' But an unskilled teacher will not be 

able to differentiate between ‘z' and ‘j.' It is very much surprising that, in this book, an 

idea is given on ‘Tone' (pp. 44-45), which is unknown to an untrained or unskilled 

teacher.  

 

  

Fig. 8: Usages of tone ( EFT, Book- 4) 

English for Today-Class-5 

In this series, suddenly the ideas of ‘s’, ‘z’, ‘sh’, ‘sz’, have given. But, are the teachers 

aware of the fact? The answer will -‘no’ since the teachers are not from ELT background.                                                  
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The phonetic transcript  

  

Fig. 9: Usages of s, sh ( EFT- Book – 5)  

IPA transcriptions of ‘sue.' ‘shoe,' ‘treasure', ‘measure' and ‘leisure' are given below:  

Sue- 's(j)u: Shoe- 'ʃu: Treasure- 'treʒǝ Measure- 'meʒǝ Leisure- 'leʒǝ 

Finally, it can be said that there are some problems in this sector. Firstly, most of the 

teachers have passed only SSC or HSC exam; a very few of them are graduate. Secondly, 

their result is not so good. Thirdly, the students who have passed B.A. (Hons) and M.A. in 

English, do not want to continue their career as an assistant teacher at primary level 

education. Fourthly, teachers are not from ELT background. There are some teachers who 

have completed their BA or MA degrees, but not from the English department. If a teacher 

is an M.Sc in Mathematics, no doubt he or she is competent enough to teach at primary 

level but, the fact is that he or she is not expert enough in teaching English pronunciation 

appropriately. Having a BA or MA degree in Bangla, Political Science, and Botany is not 

enough to teach English pronunciation. When a teacher has no knowledge about English 

pronunciation, how the teacher can teach pronunciation to the students?    

On the other hand, C in. Ed. is a compulsory training program for primary school 

teachers. However, training does not cover English pronunciation skills. So, a C in Ed 

does not qualify a teacher for teaching pronunciation in EFL classes.   

 

Conclusion 

Since the research is about the English pronunciation difficulties of primary teachers and 

students, it should be mentioned that teacher selection procedure must be upgraded. 

Furthermore, English teachers should be taken from ELT background. This reason 

hampers learning correct and better pronunciation. The students and the teachers often 

make mistakes in pronunciation. Teachers’ qualification and students’ learning outcomes 

are interrelated to each other. So, if the teachers are not well trained, it is not possible for 

the students to learn correct pronunciation.        
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